
THOR POLETEST



Are you still using 
outdated ways to test 
your timber pole assets, 
guessing at their 
condition and integrity?

Digging, drilling and 
prodding into otherwise 
sound poles is not only 
time-consuming, it’s 
also damaging and 
potentially dangerous. 

We’ve developed a 
better, non-invasive way 
of testing poles that 
saves time and money.

We call it THOR.
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THOR is fast, easy and intuitive to use.  

No special training or professional line workers are 
needed; following a few days’ training, one person can 
test more than 100 poles each day with a single THOR 
pole tester. 

The THOR pole portal provides full transparency by 
providing full and complete data on pole locations, test 
results, user and equipment logs and the test data for 
each pole. 

The pole portal allows customers to plan, prioritise 
and manage their pole maintenance, replacement, 
budgeting and investment programs. It also performs 
as a handy, easily downloadable source of data when 
managing and meeting compliance and regulatory 
obligations. 

Through the use of its non-invasive seismic technology, 
THOR maintains timber pole integrity without 
introducing weaknesses or rot-risk. 

When used as part of a comprehensive inspection 
system THOR outperforms all other tools and methods.*

THOR delivers consistently fast, reliable, and repeatable 
fi eld test results. Line workers and operators receive 
instant feedback; seeing if the test is successful and 
the current health status of the pole.

The THOR pole tester is fully supported by Groundline. 
All testing hardware is serviced and calibrated on 
delivery and on a scheduled ongoing basis. 

A range of data analysis services are also available for 
custom diagnostics or interpretation requirements.

Overview of Benefi ts



Fast and easy to use, the 
portable THOR pole tester 
gives operators the ability 
to test a timber pole in less 
than a minute. It can be 
used by in-house teams or 
contractors after just a few 
training days.

THOR uses seismic methodology paired with cloud 
hosting to provide instant, accurate and securely 
stored pole condition data. 

Using a hammer and a geophone, THOR measures, 
analyses and records the stress waves imparted on 
the pole when hit by the hammer. 

How it works



Pole testing results are uploaded to the secure, online THOR 
pole portal where the operator or asset owner can review 
them. The asset owner can also use the pole portal to request 
further analysis of specifi c poles by the operator.

The THOR pole portal provides full audit functionality and the ability to upload and download data in a variety of 
formats, including the ability to upload existing pole condition data. 

The portal helps network operators to get a full picture of their networks, allowing them to easily develop then 
deliver on their asset management strategies. 

THOR pole portal



To demonstrate THOR’s accuracy, we worked with a utility 
company to test aged poles; correlating THOR’s strength 
and integrity outputs with physical pole bending tests. 
THOR’s accuracy was astonishing.

During an independent comparison trial, THOR outperformed all other Non-Destructive Test (NDT) methodologies 
and the current Australian practice of Sound Dig and Drill (SDD).  

The graph above shows the correlation of the various NDT techniques to the actual breaking load performance of 
aged poles. 

THOR’s performance



Technical specifications Equipment: 
• Carry case 
• Handheld 

electronics unit 
• Geophone 
• Impulse force 

measuring hammer 
• AC power adaptor 
• USB to LEMO 

connector. 
 
Cased unit size:   
43 x 38 x 16 cm

Gross unit weight:   
5 kilograms
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